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Mediterranean soul
Claudio Mengoni, the resident Chef at Rome’s
Assaje restaurant is emulating his mentor Andrea
Migliaccio, to offer tasty and colourful dishes.

Andrea Migliaccio, Executive
Chef of ‘L’ Olivo’, the 2 Michelin
stars restaurant at Capri Palace
hotel, is spreading his wings at the
international level through Dogus
group’s Mytha Hotel Anthology
chain of exclusive hotels. His
spiritual son Claudio Mengoni, whom he refers to as
“my alter ego”, is the current Assaje’s resident Chef in
Rome. This is where, in just a few months, Mengoni
was awarded his first Michelin star.
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Assaje

‘Assaje’ is a Neapolitan expression synonymous with
conviviality and abundance. It is the well-suited
name of the elegant restaurant at the Aldrovandi
Villa Borghese luxury hotel in Rome’s residential
Parioli neighbourhood.
Enhancing fresh seasonal products, making ample
use of the best that grows in the Campania region
of Southern Italy, with passion, dedication and
constancy best characterises Mengoni’s approach
to cooking. The former sous chef at l’Olivo has well
integrated the principles of his mentor at the Capri
Palace.
Early last September, we had the privilege of
meeting both Chefs and taste some of their signature
dishes. The team at Assaje is particularly close
and supportive of one another, some having spent
their formative years at Capri Palace. Beneath
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risotto con zucca pancia di maiale
e aceto balsamico tradizionale: or
risotto with pumpkin belly of pork
in balsamico vinegar is colourful
and delicious.
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to preserve and cook them. His early
childhood established the path, which
would eventually lead him down the
road to culinary success.
His grandmother introduced him to
the enticing passion of cuisine. “I lived
with her for almost 20 years and it was
thanks to her that I started to become
passionate about cooking early, aged
9. On Sundays, our large family all
met up in the kitchen, it was a regular
appointment. She answered all my
questions with love and patience, as
“In our daily routine,
only a grandmother can do.” A family
cleaning and organizing are
man, he likes to spend his downtime
playing with his two little boys, Davide
fundamental aspects that
and Luca.
must never be overlooked,
As Executive Chef at L’Olivo, the
Gourmet
Restaurant of the Capri
even after a tiring day and at
Palace Hotel since 2011, Migliaccio
the risk of resentment.”
entered the “crème de la crème”
of Italian cuisine by earning two
Andrea Migliaccio
Michelin stars.
2016 was a crucial year, as Andrea
became the Executive Brand Chef of
L’Olivo, Il Riccio in Turkey and Assaje
– three different restaurants but with
one heart and mind, albeit located
both in Italy and abroad.
This new step in his career was seen
as research. “I like good taste and I try
to transfer my ideas to the brigade (in
the kitchen).” Being a chef is an act
of devotion, made of professionalism,
humility but also much satisfaction. “I
learn a lot from my brigade. In the kitchen, there are
the impeccable attention to guests and the
balances to maintain; I give and receive a lot from
irreproachable service, a cheerful complicity unites
my staff: it is kind of a process of giving back.”
the team, as if the Neapolitan spirit had infused all
With new openings in Miami, Dubai and London,
and everyone. In such a friendly atmosphere and
Migliaccio is the driving inspiration providing
pleasant setting, dishes include artichoke, belly of
the recipes, the atmosphere and the kitchen
pork, peas and chips of Pecorino cheese, from the
organization as well as managing different talents.
Lazio region surrounding Rome.
For him, it is the executive chef’s responsibility to
make it perfect every day. By surrounding himself
L’Olivo, Capri Pal ace
with the best talent, he has achieved a high level of
Born in 1980 on the island of Ischia in the gulf of
customer appreciation and prestigious awards from
Naples, Andrea Migliaccio was raised in natural,
major culinary guides over the years. His résumé
unspoilt surroundings. There, at a very early age he
boasts important experiences such as collaborations
developed his sense of taste and quickly learned to
with the Spanish Chef Xavier Pellicer at the Plaza
appreciate the benefit of natural ingredients, how
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choral journey: cooking
at a high level is a choral
journey, in which each single
individual can express his
talent, knowing that only
through teamwork can the
best and long-lasting results
be achieved.
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close supervision: both Chefs and their team reinterpret
traditional, local cuisine in a modern way, with service that
strives for excellence. below: taglioni pasta signature dish.

Athenee and with Chef Michel Roth at
the Espadon Ducasse at the Ritz, in Paris;
with Antonio Guida at Il Pellicano in
Porto Ercole; in Rome at the Restaurant
L’Eden, and in St. Moritz at the Badrutt’s
Palace Hotel.
Taglioni pasta

His idea of cuisine involves two clear
and simple principles: innovation and
tradition, with an emphasis on the
Mediterranean flavours he remembers
from childhood. He gives ingredients the
central role by selecting only the best, and
respecting the seasonal cycles without
betraying their origins. A maniac for
details, the Chef confesses to be always
exaggerating with a keen eye for artful
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presentation. The decoration of every
dish is not self-referential but a creative
gesture, showcasing his appreciation for
aesthetics and good taste.
The menu follows an unusual order,
dividing the courses by main ingredients
such as fish, meat, vegetables, pasta and
rice, allowing the guest to have total
freedom to select the preferred sequence.
Andrea Migliaccio was made famous
by Tagliolini pasta with lemon and
creamy burrata, shrimp, sea asparagus
and oyster leaves.
Fresh, well balanced and simple, the
dish is one of Aldrovandi Roma and Capri
Palace’s guests favourite recipes, and for
this the Napoli- born Chef was awarded
his second Michelin star.
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